Certain fast wave scattering parameters from a sixth order mode conversion equation, which represents the coupling of five propagating wave branches in an inhomogeneously magnetized plasma, are shown to be independent of absorption. However, the mode conversion coefficient Cz3 between the X-mode and the O-mode where both propagate in the same direction is not one of these. A recently developed analytical method is applied to calculate C2s and one of the nonzero reflection coefficients. Empirical formulas are found for these two coefficients. The result shows that CZ3 is not exactly independent of absorption, but for many cases has an unusually weak dependence. This explains a previous numerical result showing that CZ3 is independent of absorption to numerical accuracy. The coefficient Cs2 is also calculated by the same method and is shown to be equal to CZ3 as required by a proven reciprocity relation. The weak dependence of CT3 on absorption has to be taken into consideration by any theory that attempts to treat a five branch problem as two separated three branch problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Effects like transmission, reflection, mode conversion and absorption usually exist when a wave propagates in a weakly inhomogeneous medium through a back-to-back resonance-cutoff region. These phenomena can be modeled by different kinds of high order one dimensional ordinary differential equations (called mode conversion equations here). Many of these equations have been derived to study the mode conversion effect between fast waves and slow waves, or between X-mode fast waves and O-mode fast waves, in a weakly inhomogeneously magnetized plasma. This latter case permits some interesting scenarios for accessibility, since at the various electron cyclotron harmonics, there is a region where an X-mode from the low density side encounters first the R=O cutoff and then the upper hybrid resonance, where it again propagates, but this region is effectively inaccessible from the outside (and the outside is inaccessible from the inside). Because of the coupling between the X-mode and the O-mode with finite kll in an inhomogeneous plasma at these harmonics, the region is weakly accessible through mode conversion where both the X-mode and the O-mode are coupled to a Bernstein mode and hence coupled to one another. Without absorption, this coupling can be treated as a two step problem where each of the cold waves are coupled to the Bernstein wave in a standard mode conversion analysis, and then these two results can be cascaded to obtain the coupling between the two cold modes. With absorption, however, the cascading of the two separate mode conversions is more problematical, as an earlier analysis of the unseparated problem, which includes the X-mode, O-mode, and Bernstein mode simultaneously seemed to show that the X-mode-O-mode coupling was independent of absorption'** whereas the cascaded approach shows strong dependence on absorption. Since the coupling is weak in either case for laboratory plasmas, this effect is probably unimportant for fusion, but for magnetospheric and astrophysical plasmas, this coupling could lead to leakage of wave energy from a region with either a density maximum or a density minimum where the cold X-mode may be trapped, but the converted O-mode may escape.
Because the full wave coupling models of mode conversion are so complicated, being ordinary differential equations of sixth order for the second harmonic and eighth order for the third harmonic, it is difficult to obtain good numerical results over a wide range of parameters. This paper exploits a new method for including the effects of absorption using only asymptotic methods which result in fast and accurate results for certain coupling coefficients (including the important X-mode-O-mode coefficient), and also proves that several other coefficients are independent of absorption so that analytic results are validated. For the cases where there is only conversion between a single cold wave and a warm wave, the model equation is a fourth order equation of the form (e.g., ~ '"+h22(IV'+1CI) +Y~=h(Z)(cC/'+cCr),
where h(z) is the absorption function which must fall off at least as fast as z -' as ]z]--+~, and with X and y being real constants. This equation describes coupling of three branches of propagating waves, two fast wave branches (one on either side, both X-mode or both O-mode) and a slow wave branch on the z>O side. We call this a three branch problem. An equation that describes coupling of five branches of propagating waves is9
IC "'+X2z[(y'~+(l+k~>~++~~] +Y*~+?/o~ =h(z) [@+U +k&b"+k;~l, (2) where X, y2, y. and k. are real constants. The parameter k. is the ratio of the wavelengths of the two fast wave branches as ]z] ---too and has been chosen to be always smaller than unity here. The dispersion relation for this equation is This relation is plotted on Figs. 1 and 2 for two cases, namely cu2,a4>0 (+ case) and cu,,cy,<O (-case), where LY*=(l+Y2-~0)/2X*(l-k~), a,=(-kg-y2k;+yo)/2X2ko(1-k;).
(3)
These two equations can both describe physical situations like second ion cyclotron harmonic and second electron cyclotron harmonic in an inhomogeneously magnetized plasma. It is well known that only the X-mode exists along a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field if the wave frequency o is smaller than the plasma frequency wP . Hence a five branch problem only exists for o>o, and it must be a five branch problem whenever the X-mode is propagating because the O-mode always exists for this case. However, Eq. (1) is frequently used to model the X-mode for all w. This is because the coupling between X-mode and O-mode is usually weak (especially for small $1, the component of the wave vector along the direction of the magnetic field) and it is sometimes argued that we can treat the five branch problem as two separated three branch problems. Moreover, since it was found that all mode conversion coefficients of a three branch problem tend to zero as absorption increases, the coupling between the X-mode and the O-mode should become vanishingly small when the absorption is strong. Note also that other researchers, using the phase space method to study the mode conversion problem, also believe that multiple mode conversions can be treated individually and combined with the eikonal method if the mode conversion points are separated in phase space."
Another mode conversion equation that describes a five branch problem is an eighth order equation9V'*2
which can model physical situations like the third ion or electron cyclotron harmonic. One surprising result from a previous study was that the nonzero mode conversion coefficient C23 from Eq. (4) between the X-mode and the O-mode branches propagating in the same direction appeared to be independent of absorption to the numerical accuracy2" (note that it is called Cdl in Ref.
2). If this result were true, then there is a great difficulty in understanding this by the separation scheme. The difficulty is that for large absorption, all mode conversion coefficients between fast and slow waves vanish for the two individual three branch problems and it is hard to imagine why the mode conversion coefficient between the two fast modes does not vanish after the two three branch problems are combined into a single five branch problem since the coupling is via an intermediate slow wave. Before we investigate further along this direction, it is better to calculate the same coefficient using other analytical methods to check this numerical result. We will present in detail the theory for Eq. (2) only, but will show that the results from both Eqs. (2) and (4) are very similar.
There is a standard method to calculate all scattering parameters from mode conversion equations like Eqs. (l), (2) or (4) analytically for h =0.11e12 For h #O, there exists a well developed numerical method to calculate solutions and scattering parameters from these equations. 4'7'2 This method involves solving a "homogeneous equation" (i.e., with h = 0) by numerical contour integrations and then solving the "inhomogeneous equation" by converting it into an integral equation which is solved iteratively, using the solutions of the former equation to form the kernel. The scattering parameters can then be calculated by numerically integrating an integral involving h and solutions of these two equations.
By considering contours for the solutions of Eq.. (1) with h = 0 for complex z values, Swanson and Shvets were able to show that some of these integrals are identically zero.13
Thus, fast wave transmission coefficients from both sides (which are equal to each other) and the fast wave reflection coefficient from the side which encounters the resonance before the cutoff (which is identically zero), were shown to be independent of absorption. Here we extend this proof to cover Eq. (2) to see if the coefficient CZ3 can also be shown to be independent of absorption. This extension turns out to be not quite straightforward. By this proof, many fast wave scattering parameters are shown to be independent of absorption. However, as we will see, the coefficient C,, is not one of them.
We then apply a recently developed analytical method14 to calculate CZ3. This method generates an analytic series which can be summed numerically. For completeness, we also try to apply it to calculate other nonzero fast wave scattering parameters. It turns out that this method only works for C23(C32) and R4 which is the nonzero reflection coefficient for the fast wave with the longer wavelength. Empirical formulas are found for both coefficients. From these results, we find that Cl3 is not identically zero, but the dependence on absorption is usually much weaker than for other coefficients when kO is close to unity. We will also calculate Cs2 using the series method to see if it is equal to Cz3 as required by the reciprocity relations which have been proved analytically. '5t2 In the next section, we will present the integral equations of Eq. (2) for both + cases. We will show in Sec. III how to generalize solutions of the "homogeneous equation" for complex z values using contour integrations in the complex k-plane. In Sec. IV, we will be able to see why some scattering parameters are independent of absorption and why some scattering parameters can be calculated by the series method. Numerical results for CZ3, R4 and Cs2 will also be presented there. Discussions and conclusions will be presented in Sec. V. where the rj are contours in the complex k-plane which must end at infinity with approach angles of ~16, 57rl6, or 3~12, and Note that the corresponding fj for Eq. (1) is often calculated by integrals in the u-plane, using a transformation k = i tan zi in an equation similar to Eq. (5). The main advantage of working in the u-plane is that there is no branch cut in the u-plane while there is one branch cut from k= I to k= -I for Eq. (I) in the k-plane. However, since there are two branch cuts (the other is from k= k. to k = -ko) for Eq. (2), we cannot avoid them by introducing the u-plane. We will only consider the two cases (2 cases) defined before (see Figs. 1 Figs. 3 and 4. Figures 5-9 show the real z, we can match these general contours to those contours contours of asymptotic solutions for some complex z values for z'+w which are shown in Figs. 5 and 9. Then, with a with IzI*a for different phase angle 8, where suitable choice of constant cj , we can express the asymptotic z = Izlexp(i8). We will look at these figures in more detail in behavior of fj as
for the + case, and
for the -case, with scattering parameters given by
t (7) where TU=exp(-do,I), T,=exp(-da3]), C:= l--T:, Cz=l-Tz and the six basic waves types are given asymp-
totically by o+g x7~21zls~4
with sgn( 02) J;;
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Note that only f t to f5 are physically allowed in an unbounded region since F6 is exponentially growing. Using these we can find an integral equation that solves Eq. (2),
for k= 1,2,3,4, by Eqs. (9) and (1 I), we also know that for all of the fast wave transmission coefficients, for the + case,
Then from the relations of the scattering parameters with .?jk in Eq. (12), using Eq. (8), we can find certain fast wave scattering parameters analytically, namely:
for the -case, where 2x,
Obviously, these scattering parameters are independent of absorption. However, the conversion coefficient C23(= C32) which has been found numerically to be independent of absorption is not one of these. So we need to calcmate it by another method. 
and
In this section, we will apply a recently developed analytical method to find the series expressions for some of these nonzero fast wave scattering parameters. The correctness of this method has been shown by the very good agreement between the results from the series method and the integral equation method in calculating the nonzero fast wave reflection coefficient from Eq. (i).t4 The derivation here will be very similar to Ref. 14 and we refer to it for details that are omitted here.
fo~T,T,f,+T,C~2+C,f,, f7=f6-CflfTuT,-C,f3/ T, for the -case. Note that fotaas z-t --a, for both cases. Equation (10) with (13) where the second equality in Eq. (12) is by a reciprocity relation zjk'zkj which can be proved from the symmetric properties of the integral equations.2 From Eqs. (8) and (12), we see that sjk'skj is a S)mmf?Wk matdx. In the Appendix, we show that some of these zjk are identically zero for some kinds of h functions, and thus some scattering parameters are independent of absorption and can be expressed by Eq. (8).
SCAlTERlNG PARAMETERS A. Independence of absorption
By the definition of jjk in Eq. (Al) and the asymptotic behavior of qk and Fj, described by Qs. (A8) and (A14), on the contours Ct for the two cases, we know immediately that for certain reflection (Zjj) and conversion coefficients, 3756 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 1, No. 12, December 1994 z*~=133=1~3=13*=1~4=14*=0.
Using the fact that on C,, h-@(z(-'), and
Since we need to perform explicit calculations in this section, we need to specify the absorption function h. We will consider two kinds of functions that appear frequently in physical situations. For the nonrelativistic cases, we use
for -I cases, and for relativistic cases from Eq. (2),
and for the relativistic cases from Eq. (4), (15) h(z) = -A2~[ L+ l/F,,,( 7 c-9/2)],
where Z( t> = i Gw ( 5) is the plasma dispersion function, and w is the error function for complex argument,nj and F, is the relativistic plasma dispersion function,17'18 and l= (z -z~)/K, where K iS a real parameter characterizing the strength of absorption. Note that Z(l), FT,~( f> and F&l) are analytic functions and have zeros only in the lower half l-plane. We wilI also assume that zo= -y. lk$A2, which is often the case for physical situations. We refer to Refs. 1, 2, and 9 for the dependence on plasma parameters of the dimensionless parameters X2, y6, y2, yo, ku, and K. In the calculations here, we will use these dimensionless parameters as inputs so that the conclusions are not restricted to a particular physical situation.
First we need to expand h(z) in an asymptotic series over C, for the two cases,
We have already shown a general method to do so, for those functions of Eqs. (14)- (16) 
Similarly, we can calculate the mode conversion coefficient C32= -C,C, T 123, with
where the definitions of F,, , F,, , 'PUP, and 'P,,,, are similar to Eqs. (18),
n=l From Eqs. (A3)- (A13), we also see that we can calculate the reflection coefficient R4 = Ci i Z44 by the series method, with
However, we also see that the series method is not able to calculate the coefficients R2 = Tf Cf + I22 and Ca4 = Cd2 =T,C,C,kZ42. The reason is that by Eqs. (A3)-(A13), f2~u,+up for -rrl2<KO on C, and f2av,+u, for rrf2 < K rr on C _ . It is obvious that the contributions from the up or u, terms to Z22 or 142 cannot be proved to be zero so that, e.g. (22) for the + case. Moreover, we do not know how to calculate these contributions since up or v, only appear on half of a semicircle. There is another reason that, as we will see, even if Eq. (22) were true, the series from the right hand sides are found to be divergent numerically.
To calculate the coefficients a+,,,, and cr,, , we can substitute the asymptotic series of wU,, and qV, of Eqs. (18) and (20) 
and ac,k= 1. Similarly we use Eqs. (24a)-(24c) to calculate LX,,, with h,=O. Now that we have an exact asymptotic expansion of the integrands of Eqs. (17)- (21), we can write down the series expressions for those integrals, making use of the result 1,' = I 5s e* '(&+AlnY) for real GO, where we have changed the contours of integration from C, to Ci in Figs. 10 and 11, using Hankel's contour integral Eq. (A2). We finally have, for the + case,
' (25) where 'yn is the coefficient of the y-" terms of the integrand after combining the three series from F,!P, and h, Note that we can also calculate the three corresponding coefficients for the eighth order equation (4) (25) is then evaluated numerically. Since the asymptotic series of h for both t cases are the same, the C23 values from both cases are simply complex conjugate to each other so that the absolute values of them are identical. An empirical formula is found for it from numerical results,
for small ]cr2], 1~1, not too small X2 and not too large K. However, the series is not uniformly convergent. One radius of convergence is numerically found to be ko> l/3 (note again that k. has been chosen to be smaller than unity always), independent of other parameters. The analytical reason for this divergence is not clear for now, but it is found that this radius is not very clear cut. For not too small k. and not too large K, the series first converges to a value expected by the empirical formula Eq. (27) and then diverges away. In examining the convergence of a similar series for a three branch problem, it was found that the convergence radius in K was a function of machine precision, so it is believed that the apparent divergence in K is not fundamental, and that the series is probably absolutely convergent in K. The dependence of the radius of convergence on k, is different, however, and may truly represent a finite range of k. over which see that the two quantities P,, and P,, are identical to each other when koaO. 3 and K< 10. The deviation for small k. is obviously due to the divergence problem of the series. Also, when K starts to grow larger, we know from calculations that the terms in the series grow to large values and then decrease, but at the same time the coefficient tends to zero. Since we can only compute it using finite precision and only a finite number of terms can be summed, we know that the series must effectively diverge beyond some large K value. The fact that Pz3 and PJ2 in Table II Another quantity to compare with is the C23 coefficient from the eighth order equation (4). The values of Pi3 and s&, defined similarly, are also shown in Tables I and II, We see that the values of P13, qi3 are very close to P13 and q23 respectively, even for those values that are not fully converged. This shows that the two series have very similar convergence properties. This agreement is also found to be true for cases with different parameters. Obviously, the empirical formula Eq. (27) is also valid for this case.
An empirical formula is also found for R4, for small laJ, 1~1, not too small X2 and not too large K. This empirical formula is consistent with that for R2 of the fourth order equation (l), (R212=C4 exp(-2/i), since as 1 LY~/-+O, the five branch problem represented by Eq. (2) becomes a three branch problem represented by Eq. (1) and then R4--+ R2 with kOK--+ K. However, the radius of convergence for this series is /co< l/3, just opposite to that of the series of C23. For k. larger and near l/3, the series also first apparently converges to a certain reasonable value and then diverges away.
Let us now consider the relativistic case by using Eqs. (15) as the h function. Since now the h function for the ? cases are slightly different, we will do our calculation mainly on the -case. The empirical formula for Cs2 is now
The radius of convergence ko> l/3 is the same for this case, but now there is another radius of convergence ( 1 -k,) K< 1, similar to the radius of convergence ~C0.5 for R2 from Eq. (1) We also did calculations on Cs2 for both cases. The values of C'I~ and C32 agree whenever the series converge. We did not show C32 and q32 in Tables III and IV because they are simply the same as C2s and q23.
The empirical formula for R4 for this case is ~~41*~c;fe-"+&2, for small 1~~~1, /LY,], not too small x2 and not too large K. This empirical formula is also consistent with that for R2 from Eq. (l), [R2j2= C4exp( -142) . The values of Pi3 and qi3 calculated by using Eq. (16) as the h function for the eighth order equation (4), are also shown in Tables III and IV . Because of the difference in the h function, the empirical formula for this case becomes Ic231z,c:c~e-9"-k~,2K2~*.
As a result, the Pi3 values in Tables III and IV are generally  different from q:3 defined similarly to Pz3 and q23, even the values of Pi3 will be very close to those of Pz3 as can be seen from Table IV . This shows that the convergence properties of the two series from the sixth and eighth order equations are very similar. Similarly, the empirical formula for R4 for this case is,
We see that the factor before ~~ in these empirical formulas depend on the h function rather than the order of the equation, namely the factors are 7 and 14 if we use FTj2 or 9 and 18 when we use Fgj2. The fact that the Cz3 series diverges for kc,< l/3 and the R4 series diverges for k,> l/3 makes it very difficult to get both values for the same ke accurately, except for k0 near l/3. Although we do not understand this divergence analytically, we may try to see how the ku=1/3 limit comes about by looking at the two series in Eq. (25). Note that the nth term of the series of C2s is proportional to ( 1 -ka)" and that of R4 is proportional to (2k0)n. These two factors 1 -IQ, and 2ku are equal when ko= l/3. From this we can also see another reason why we cannot calculate R2 and CZ4 by the series method. In order to calculate them, we must evaluate the series from the right hand side of Eq. (22). It is obvious that the nth term of these two series is proportional to 2 and 1 f k. respectively, which are larger than 2/3 for all k. . So these two series are expected to be seriously divergent. Indeed we found that it is so numerically. Therefore, it seems that we cannot calculate R2 and C24 by the series method, at least in the present formulation.
From these empirical formulas (27) to (29) of C2s and other numerical results, we see that although C2s is not exactly independent of absorption, the dependence is much weaker than other coefficients because of the (1 -ko)2/4 factor, if k. is close to unity. Note that the empirical formula for R2 should be proportional to exp (-22) , for the nonrelativistic case, similar to that of Eq. (l), but C2a is only proportional to exp [-(1 --Q2g/2] .
Note also that the factor CiCz is usually very small for a plasma, since the O-mode transmission coefficient is usually very close to unity so that one of the factors C, or C, is very small, depending on which one represents the O-mode. Therefore, when calculating the coefficient CZ3 from solving the integral equation numerically, usually only one or two significant figures can be obtained for realistic cases. Due to the weak dependence on absorption, these one or two significant figures remain unchanged even after other scattering parameters have decayed to relatively small values. Another factor is that the numerical method that solves the integral equation also does not converge for large K. Thus, it is hard to see how C2s changes for really large absorption using that method. That explains why the previous result indicated that CZ3 is independent of absorption, 2.9 since the ka values used there were all close to unity.
IV. DISCUSSION
Although subject to some divergence problems, the series method once again shows its power in calculating fast wave scattering parameters. We now know that it works for equations with order higher than four and for five branch problems as well as three branch problems. It has been used to calculate C2a, the coupling coefficient between the X-mode and the O-mode, for situations with even stronger absorption, with much higher accuracy and efficiency than solving the integral equations numerically. This enables us to conclude definitely that the X-mode-O-mode coupling does depend on absorption and we have found empirical formulas for it for different absorption functions. From these results, we know that the dependence on absorption is usually weak so that we can explain why this dependence was not found by the previous study. It should be noted that while the coupling between the X-mode and the O-mode from branches 2 to 3 or vice versa is nonzero for k/l # 0, the coupling between branches 1 and 4, which represent the same waves traveling in the opposite direction, vanishes identically so the coupling is unidirectional.
The dependence of CZ3 on absorption indeed satisfies the separation scheme for very strong absorption. Since the mode conversion coefficients of the two separated three branch problems all vanish for very strong absorption, the conversion coefficient C2s between the two must also vanish eventually. However, because of the weak dependence on absorption of CZ3, it may not change much for moderately strong absorption, even when the mode conversion coefficients of the two separated problems all become very small. This means that the separation scheme still does not work very well here, not until the absorption becomes extremely strong. This is a fact that must be taken into consideration by any theory that treats the five branch problem as two separated three branch problems. This also shows that solving these higher order equations for the five branch problem may provide more advantages than the separation scheme, even for moderately strong absorption. The example given here has demonstrated that the weak dependence of C,,, found by solving these higher order equations numerically will be difficult to emulate using the separation scheme. The aflirmation of the weak dependence of the X-mode-O-mode coupling on absorption does give one confidence that analytic expressions (with or without the empirical formulas) for the coupling are unusually robust, and may be used for such plasma wave trapping scenarios mentioned in the introduction over a broad range of parameters. 
APPENDIX: SOLUTIONS FOR COMPLEX 2
One possible way to evaluate zjk of Eq. (13) is to perform the integration in the complex z-plane. This can be done only if the h function has some good analytical properties in the z-plane. We will assume that h is analytic and tends to zero at least as fast as ]z]-t for z on or below (above) the real axis for the + (-) case. Note that all the physical situations we consider here satisfy these assumptions. Also, it has been shown that Fj and ~\Irj are analytic everywhere.13 Then we can change the path of integration of Zjk , defined as the semicircles CZ in Figs. 10 Note that 4 of each circle on these figures is just the angle of the middle line that divides the circle into two symmetric parts along the two white quarters. We see that the slow wave saddle points tend to infinity as IzI--'m, i.e., for z on the contour C-.
The fast wave asymptotic solutions can be calculated by using Hankel's contour integral,r6
where the contour Cu starts at f = wexp(Oi), comes along the positive real axis, turns around the origin counterclockwise, then goes back along the positive real axis to t =a exp(2ni). The contour of each fast wave has to go around a fast wave branch point k, , q = 1,2,3, or 4, that comes in along a direction on which
and goes out along a direction on which k-kg"lk-k41e-'Bf3'~/2.
These directions are also indicated by the shape of the fast wave contours on Figs. 5-9. This means that these four fast wave contours have to turn 180" as fl changes from 0 to rr. By comparing the topology of the general contours in Fig. 4 to those contours in Figs. 5-9, we can find out the asymptotic behavior Of fj . For O< 8< 19, (see Fig. 5 ),
where the -+ indicates the order of going through these paths so that the contours of the individual solutions will be added up to be topologicaily equal to the the general contour for each solution fj. We did not show proportiona constants which are not important in the discussion here, although they are important in getting the scattering parameters of Eqs. For 0,< 8< n (see Fig. 9 ). fly7 1, f2as,~v,--tu,--t-vu, '-s,av ('4% By Eq. (11) . it is obvious that Fj has the same asymptotic behavior as fj . TO show that ~j, and thus Wj has the same asymptotic behavior as fj , we need to define ~j for complex 2 values using the integral equation (10). By redefining the end points of some of the integrals in Eq. (lo), namely end points of I;, ,I:, ,I;, ,I:, ,13f3 ,I:4 changed to aeirrt2 (see Fig. 12 ), and end points of 17' with k=1,2,3,4 changed to me irr'3 (see Fig. 13 ), it can be shown that the $,k in the left FIG. 13 . Integration contours on the complex plane of f&(z) for k= 1,2,3,4 of the -case.
hand side of Eq. (10) will have the same asymptotic behavior as fk , provided that the wk on the right hand side of Eq. (10) is assumed to have this property. This can be seen by considering the asymptotic behavior of each term of the right hand side of Eq. (10) for each k. Note that these redefinitions of end points will not affect the values of +k for z on the real axis. So, wk indeed has the same asymptotic behavior as fk, for k= 1,2,3,4, if the integral equation (10) is convergent for these solutions. This will be true if h-+0 at least as fast as jzj-l, as assumed. Note that the fact that f7asp and fOas, for z on C-has been used in this proof. For the + case, the integration contour is changed to C, defined in Fig. 10 . There are also five regions of 0 where the contours of the asymptotic solutions are topologically different. These five regions are 03 6% -8,) -B,>8>8,, -e,>e>-e,, -e3> e> -e,, and -e4> 62 -,ir The contours for this case are symmetric to those in Figs. 5-9, so we will not show them here, but will point out an easy way to get them from these figures. We only need to make a mirror reflection about the imaginary k-axis of those contours in Figs. 5-9, then exchange the labels m-p, and change the directions of the arrows to the opposite. Then the asymptotic behavior off k can be found for each region. ) f,a-s,+u,+s,au, 1.
f2a-s,~vp-'up-'-vp-'-v,--ts,avp+up 7, f3a-S,--tv,'S,av, 1, f4~-~,+up+~,~up t, f5asP--+-up-+-uP-'s,asP t, f6aSrn 1, fOasp- '-up-'-vp~-v,~-u,~s,asp t. 
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